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ABSTRACT

Cognitive science is an effective approach for bringing amentally retarded person in to live normal way of life. Overcoming cognitive disorders involves initiating the growth of natural thinking. A large population in this world is suffering from cognitive disorders either less or more. Cognitive disorders can be of due to developmental issue or acquired from illness/accidental. Cognitive development can be achieved by natural therapy by stimulation of specific neuronal network which are involved in cognition. Brain based skills that involved in this make a complex task into simpler task. These skills show how we learn, how we think, how we remember and most importantly how we respond to a specific situation. For instance, perception is the recognition and interpretation of opinion or in what way you are taking a problem and solving in which way because a single problem solved by different persons in different way of thinking. In such a situation it is very important to develop basic cognitive abilities in infants in its early developmental stage by providing necessary therapy in childhood. To bring this reality in society here an attempt will be made to design a virtual therapy device that will give the necessary exercises to the infants for growth of proper neural network i.e. brain development to overcome mental retardation and cognitive disorder.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of neurophysiology in the field of cognitive science domain has been intense since last few decades having various strategies but it has attained a limited success [1]. Because of the fact it has a wide variety of difficulties which is difficult to solve due to complexity and diversity of the knowledge and problems confronted. To resolve these problems one common approach is connectionist approach in which neuronal network adjust them with respect to threshold value and connection weights. Natural cognitive development process plays a key role in growing children and adults [2]. It will create a common way of general thinking, memory and situation reaction abilities. This can be achieved by appointing a specific cognitive therapist teacher in each and every school so that necessary exercise for brain development should be provided to the infants during school hours as course curriculum. This is a new initiative that should be started by the government to overcome these disorders. Implementing speech and cognitive therapist in school settings not only help in developing cognition but also helps in enhancing the academic
performance. This study is based upon the application of early childhood therapy in improving the cognitive and language processing ability of infants during school days as a course curriculum. There are an increasing number of mentally retarded or parallelized patients from infants and adults who are unable to work or respond in basic fields of life [3]. The developmental disabilities like mental retardation, cerebral palsy, oral motor disorder, sensory disorders, communication disorders, hyperactive disorder, learning disorder, emotional disorder and cognitive disorder account approximately 15% of child population [4]. Among these cerebral palsy and cognitive disorders are more common and they needing long term care for treatment. Indian government has been taken attention in this field from last few years by establishing composite regional centers in regions like Ranchi, Lucknow, Jaipur, Chennai and more. The ministry of social justice and empowerment has opened some institutions like NIEPMD, Chennai and NISH Thiruvananthapuram to work in this field. There is an increasing pressure on these institutes to provide effective treatment. Because this needs long term care so the cost of treatment also increases from parent and institutional point of view [5]. So, it will be a better option to provide then either a virtual environment that will provide necessary therapy to the child in home premises so that the cost of treatment and effectiveness can be improved.

2. **Symptoms and Causes Speech Language and Cognitive Disorder**

Children having speech language and cognitive disorder are having one or more symptoms depending on severity of the problem. These problems can be of understanding, expression or issue with spoken and written interpersonal communication that are known as the visible symptoms of speech language disorder. Language impairment may occur with other developmental disorder and acquired accidental disabilities like aphasia, apraxia, dysarthria etc. Developmental speech and language disorder is most commonly seen in preschool children and infants. This affects learning ability which is caused by brain functional activity as a result child face trouble in producing speech, language and communicative skills. Early speech and language problems are one of the early symptoms of the learning disability that has been found with hearing loss and delayed speech. Premature birth, intellectual disability, developmental delays, cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy and traumatic brain injury can affect normal speech and cognition of child. Neurological problems associated with cognitive disorders are seizure disorder 33%-50%, mental retardation 50%-70%, learning disorder 60%-70%, dysarthria 50%, behavioral problems, speech, swallow and breathing disorders and sleep disturbances [6]. The first and foremost sign of cognitive disability is developmental delay i.e. language, walking and self-care skills. After some time when child starts his school at that time he might have trouble in reading and doing mathematics.

3. **Cognitive Development**

Children in age group of 6 years to 12 years normally start thinking in solid and concrete manner in order to combine words i.e. how to speak in a meaningful way by separating and transforming object and actions. This cognition process grows with time and experience. Cognitive development is stage based development that continues to grow from early childhood to adulthood. These stages are defined as neural architecture or cognitive structure in which child is able to respond to different types of stimuli from environment. Cognitive structure describes the classes of children activities psychological as well as behavioral. The various theories of cognitive development say that these skills grow through a series of stages which can be
differentiated qualitatively [7]. The developmental process depends upon various parameters like nutrition, environment and early childhood care because child is very sensitive to the environment and tries to cop up with the present environment. In this way he develops new infrastructure and organization of neural network. In the sensory motor stage the child behavior is not thoughtful that means he does not think what he is doing or going to do according to situation. Adulthood and adolescence stage child will be able to think and respond accordingly.

4. Utility of Modern Technology in Enhancing Cognitive Development

Modern day’s children’s growth of skills are influenced by technologically developed electronic devices environment. These devices plays important role in day to day life and may affect natural consequence. They are interested in playing games either with devices or with same age group children but present scenario restrict them to play within home premises as the parents don’t want to send him outside. By utilizing these favorable conditions in useful means we can protect our child from speech language and cognitive disorder. With the increasing number of mobile and other hand held device users a new solution of physical therapy are being sought in the field of therapy [8]. This can be done by using these devices to provide therapy to the child in a reliable and cost effective manner. Android and ios apps will be the best platform as most of the people are having mobile phone so mobile health solution is the best candidate for this purpose. In this review we identified the android platform have suitable potential for therapeutic application.

5. Proposed Features of Mobile Apps Which Will Support Cognitive Therapy

Effectiveness and acceptability is the key of this research. Mobile apps that are being developed will support computer based therapy or mobile based therapy with encompassing the barriers of the clinical therapy [9]. The device should be able to provide the central goal of the therapy, acceptable to both therapist and patient, appropriate to sociocultural context [10], practiced in small sessions to improve skills, doable, small in size, suitable to objective, include demo videos along with audio and text instructions, include backup of previous sessions, produce report of each session including time duration, whole day summary report of all sessions. In addition to that it should have provided reward points after successful completion of each session. With all these we calculated the minimum features of the app are:-

1. Compatible to therapy
2. Promote learning and other skills
3. Guiding therapy or demo therapy
4. Building connections
5. Encourage completion
6. Affordable to all
7. Population specific

5.1 Compatible To Therapy

Any Therapeutic intervention should have to meet central goal of the therapy. Mobile apps have to give useful content which are compatible to the therapy for which they are designed. There are
different types of therapy that can be accessed at home which are dependent on the nature of disorder is being treated, target and stage of disorder. These records can be used in other treatment like, oral motor, anxiety and depression. This module will provide treatments to cognitive disorder, and other motor neuronal disorders more or less.

5.2 PROMOTE LEARNING AND OTHER SKILLS

Cognitive development via therapy takes time and effort to grow normal thinking ability. If patient or child feels any difficulty in or any sense of inconvenience in doing exercise then he will not complete the session resulting a low efficiency of app or device. Therefore task should be simple, attractive and short in duration and having some motivational rewards. Many apps are having ability to send the auto generated report to the clinician that will be the extra feature of the apps/device.

5.3 GUIDING THERAPY OR DEMO THERAPY

Like a therapist the apps will also play an important role in guiding, motivating and instructions to the patient before starting of therapy as a demo session. If we will not provide proper instructions then the patient don’t know what to do and how to do that will influence the rationale of the apps. While giving demo session we should be always careful so that the patient should not feel bored. Individuals using internet feedback based therapy that have shown good response in treatments of post-traumatic stress disorder [11], obsessive compulsive disorder [12], chronic pain [13], depression [14], and stress mitigation [15].

5.4 BUILDING CONNECTIONS

The apps should be able to interact with similar programs and devices. The team of device/apps, therapist/clinic and patient make a strong prediction of future needs and requirement of the treatment. Till date there is no adverse effect of app/device based therapy [16, 17]. More significantly the greatest advantage of this is that it can be updated from anywhere and can be added more features. This can be shared to the suffering peoples via using app share or any other sharing tools.

5.5 ENCOURAGE COMPLETION

All user needs immediate effect that will attract him to do otherwise they don’t want to do or discourage him. In this scenario, it is important for both mobile app and clinician to encourage him to complete the session. During session app will show achieved this level, first round completed and graphical feedback to motivate him [18, 19] so that they are curious to get next level of task.

5.6 AFFORDABLE TO ALL

The mobile app or device should be affordable to all i.e. it should have low cost or freely available to all without any cost. If we are charging for that then economically backward class of society will be unable to get these facilities that will be the barrier in popularity of this mobile app.
5.7 **Population Specific**

This app is exclusively designed for growing children of 3 years to 8 years of age group taking into account of specific characteristics of the target as cognitive development. A specific app designed specifically for stress management by Chinese international students which incorporates social and cultural features in gaming format [20]. In which gaming activity is applied for the treatment of breathing problems with the concept of natural energy. Another gaming device focusing on autism spectrum disorder uses multi touch approach to teach concepts of conversation and social collaboration. In all these touch screen based games offer stimulated activities to the children who have difficulties in peer engagement can collaborate to accomplish tasks [21]. Children involved in this treatment process have shown good improvement in social collaboration and better understanding of things.

6. **Limitations**

All the app features are taken on the basis of current days problems that are faced by the patient during therapy. As the technological advancement the features of the app may change according to the need and requirement of therapy exercises. These apps can be made more powerful by implementing the concept of artificial intelligence and emotional sensing.

7. **Conclusion**

This present study is based on idea and opinion of various parents of children, researchers, clinicians, doctors, and which is supported by extensive literature review. The basic features of the mobile app listed in this paper are the key characteristics of therapy related apps that are supposed to be used in treatment of cognitive development and neuronal development. The development of such type of apps are under process that will take some time to get available in the market randomized testing and impact of therapy by using this app will be done at later stage. Some health related therapy apps and device are now available in developed countries that motivated us to work in this field that will be directly useful for society and disabled child.
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